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Circle Making:  Instruction and Information          
    
                                                  
Routers are good disk/hole makers. With enough technique/priors you can make circles to the nearest couple 
of thousandths. It is a tough job (on the cutter), however, and should be done in stages with a plunge router. 
Moreover, the cuts should be done with small cutters and of solid carbide. My first choice would be single flute, 
down spiral with a flute length just long enough to do the job. Second choice would be 2 straight flutes, also 
.250 in diameter & solid carbide. 
 
 
Some precautions whilst routing holes 

 
 

1) The disk will eventually break away from the hole as your cutter exits the work. When that happens  
the disk will slam into the cutter and may rotate. Don't let this happen. Screw the disk down to its 
substrate before routing. 

 
2) Chip collection should be managed. Chip in the routing ring, if not evacuated, will be recut and 

spoil the walls of both the disk and hole. For you folks with DW 621's, you have no problem. Other 
less effective vac. systems may require you to stop routing and cleanup as you go. 

 
3) Your work should be well fixed. It cannot move. If you lose the work whilst routing, you could break 

the cutter, ruin the work, your day, or both. Test its immobilization before routing. 
 

4)  The safest approach to routing a table top or similarly dear project element is with a templet. Make 
an MDF templet, then clamp it to the work and trim around it.  It is most difficult to ruin work 
whence a templet is applied. Moreover, you'll have worked out any handling and arithmetic 
problems before spoiling your workpiece in other ways (!). 

 

5) Consider using the short pivot arm for small work. It may clear your clamps & other obstacles more 
easily. 

 

6)  Router disc making is a 2 man job. The damn wires and vacuum hoses are always in the way. A 
helper, managing the accessories is far safer. No helper? Then get the hose & wire straight up to 
the rafters. 

 

7) Rout ~180-200 degrees in CW; get the rest of the circle CCW.  And do this in stages. Take a 1/2" 
of MDF in one shot you will have adversity.  

 
 
Setup 
 
For accuracy, use the supplied .250 spindle in your collet. And insert the .185" pin in the appropriate hole (in 
the pivot arm) for your diameter range. A caliper or an adjustable parallel, resting between the  
pins, is quite accurate. For diameters beyond their range, chop a stick = x *.  
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Place it between the 2 pins. The slide is loose during the setting. Tighten the slide to ~7-10 pounds of twist.  
Recheck the measurement before routing. The pivot arm can be used upside down and backwards.  All 
diameters between 1.5" and ~24" are available with the short pivot slide.  
 
Note should the lock lever arm interfere with the casting, lift it up and turn it away from the obstruction. There 
are 12 points on that lever, 30 deg./click. On some castings you have to relocate the lever to the next threaded 
hole to avoid interference. 
 
For circles smaller than the subbase, use the short .185 pin in the work. Use either a 3/16" or no.13 brad point 
drill in the work. No more than .25" of pin can project above the work, (the thickness of the arm). For larger 
circles use the longer pin; it can project as much as desired but should be at least 3/8" into the stock. The pins 
must be in blind holes or resting against the substrate. If the pin falls out during cutting you will spoil the work. 
 
Cutting the Circles  
 

1) Change to a 1/4" cutter and verify it will cut deep enough before tightening in the collet. 
 

2) Secure the work and the cut-out disk. The cutout disk must be secured or it will be wasted when it 
breaks lose. 
 

3)  Insert the pivot pin in the work and drop the slide/router over the pin hole you already measured from. 
 

4)  Make several round trips (power off) to verify your cables & hoses will not hang up. 
 

5)  Start the vacuum, plunge as you advance and make one shallow (<1/8") circumnavigation. Shut down. 
Check all. 

 
If things are Kosher, proceed ~1/8" - 3/16"/pass until through.      Done. 
 
 

 

*  Pivot arm adjustment 

 
There is only one (practical) measureable variable for the circle maker. And that is the inside net distance 
between the .250" collet pin and the .185" pivot. That measurement determines the diameter of the disk or 
hole. Let's call it x.  Adjustable & fixed parallels are the most accurate and expeditious tools to set the gap 
when the circle hole is <7".  That combination of parallels can be adjusted to any width from ~.375" to >5" to 
the nearest .001". For larger holes, a stick cut to x length will yield similar precision. 
 
The following equations assume the circle making cutter = .250". 
 
The resolution of x. 
 
A) For disks: x = D"/2 - .0925", where D is your diameter demand in inches. 
 
B) For holes: x = (H" - .685")/2, where H = your hole diameter. 

 


